Suggested Readings

HISTORY AND DEVELOPMENT OF EARLY STRUCTURES


- Oman Law Blog of Curtis, Mallet-Prevost, Colt & Mosle LLP
  
  
  - *Islamic Banking: Sukuk*, January 28, 2013, distributed as a Client Alert, but not yet posted online.
  
  - *Islamic Banking: Sharia Governance*, December 5, 2012, HTTP://OMANLAWBLOG.CURTIS.COM/SEARCH?UPDATED-MIN=2012-01-01T00:00:00-05:00&UPDATED-MAX=2013-01-01T00:00:00-05:00&MAX-RESULTS=50.
  
  
  
  
  
  


• Michael J.T. McMillen, New York State Society of Security Analysts Series – Introduction to Islamic Finance
  


• Michael J.T. McMillen, *Contemporary Islamic Finance: An Introduction to Essential Concepts*, 38 INTERNATIONAL LAW NEWS 1 (Fall 2009).
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